CAPPED, Inc.’s **NEW . . .**

"Fountain of Youth"

**The Perfect Gift Package**

"You’re going to LOVE IT!"

---

**Human Touch Zero Gravity Medical Chair Massage**

This awesome massage is the perfect gift for the person who needs to relax, but may not be comfortable with a traditional hands on massage.

---

**Aqua Chi “Energizing” Footbath!**

Slide your feet into the warm water, lean back in the heated massage chair. We will lower the lights and put on the music while you smile. This system converts electrical current into millions of tiny ions of energy that your body can absorb and use to your greatest benefit.

---

**Regular Maintenance**

We make sure our car has a regular tune-up and our children and pets have all their regular checkups. But how are we caring for ourselves . . . beyond our annual health checkup?

---

**Four Great Gifts . . . for only $175.00**

1. Zero Gravity Medical Chair Massage. $20
2. Aqua Chi Ionic “Energizing” Footbath. $35
3. BRT (BioRegulation Therapy) Intake Form, Evaluation and BRT Programing “Specific to Your Needs”. $100
4. BRT Pulse Electro-Magnetic Field Therapy Session in the CAPPED Wellness Lounge. $90

Full Price: $245

**BEST VALUE!**

"New Client Special Two for $300.00!"

---

**BRT Intake, Evaluation & System Program**

BRT Session in CAPPED CCIH Wellness Lounge

CAPPED’s BRT Center provides PEMF (Pulse Electro-Magnetic Field) Therapy. PEMF creates a nurturing energy environment that supports our perfect bodies ability to self regulate and heal.

---

**Because Quality of Life Matters!**

---

**"Supporting our bodies innate ability**

---

Our Vision:
A World without Cancer and other Preventable Diseases

---

The CAPPED Building
907 New York Ave.
Alamogordo, NM 88310

PH: (575) 434-4673
FAX: (575) 434-1177
www.capped.org
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